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The Fund seeks maximum investment
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income and capital appreciation.
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negative territory, the Bank of England hinted
that the conditionality for an additional interest
rate decrease would not be met if the economy
continued to outperform its post “Brexit”
fall-out expectations, and the US Federal
Reserve Bank kept interest rates on hold “for
the time being” in a divisive decision involving
three dissents. The increased uncertainty
associated with a re-rate of Central Bank paths
in September resulted in a fairly flat month
for risk assets and bond yields with a pickup
in realized volatility for all assets during the
month.
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1.59% from 1.47%, while the Fund was, on
average, short duration vs. the benchmark
by 0.77 years during the quarter. The Fund’s
short duration position resulted in 8 bps
of outperformance vs. the benchmark. In
addition, the Fund had limited exposure to
US Treasury securities as an asset class, which
contributed 24 bps of positive allocation effects
to overall performance.
Risk assets performed quite well during the
quarter with the Option Adjusted Spread (OAS)
on the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate
Index tightening by 17 bps, and the OAS on
the Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index
tightening by 114 bps. Largely due to the
strong performance of risk assets, the Fund’s
asset allocation call contributed 66 bps to
outperformance, with 11 bps coming from the
Fund’s 13% average overweight to investment
grade credit, and 29 bps coming from an 11%
average overweight to high yield credit.
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the US Federal Reserve Bank is likely to take
an additional step towards normalizing interest
rates. For the first time in years markets
are also likely to experience rising headline
inflation across most developed market
Consumer Price Indexes (CPI) in the coming
quarters due in part to favorable base effects
in the Energy sector. The current expectation
is that central banks will initially dismiss this
rising inflation as ”transitory” with more time
needed to judge its sustainability, but calls for
less policy accommodation in the future may
increase should the realized inflation start to
prove greater than those assumed in forward

projections. Given the potential uncertainty
originating from the US election, the return of
headline CPI increases and/or the potential for
global central banks to pull back on additional
easing measures/taper existing ones, we
expect that global rate and risk markets may
have to more accurately assess the prospect
of a less accommodative central bank regime
in the future. Investment strategies that are
able to remain flexible in anticipation of a
potential increase in volatility associated with
these unknowns are likely to be favored in this
environment.

Manager Insights (continued)

As of 9/30/2016

As of September 30, 2016, the Fund’s
allocation to investment grade corporates was
37% and the allocation to high yield was 2%.
44% of the portfolio was invested in Agency
MBS, including 2% in Collateralized Mortgage
Obligations (CMOs). The Fund had a small
allocation to bank loans and Commercial
Mortgage-Backed Securities (CMBS) totaling
less than 1%. In addition, the Fund had a 15%
allocation to cash at quarter-end. The effective
duration of the Fund stood at 4.28 years as of
September 30, 2016.

Sentinel Total Return Bond Fund - Retail for 09/30/2016
Sentinel Total Return Bond Fund
performance as of 9/30/2016 (%)

Cumulative
Average annual total return
return YTD 1 year 3 years 5 years 10 years Since inception
Class A
SATRX without sales charge
4.96
4.12
2.59
4.40
4.38
with 2.25% sales charge
2.55
1.77
1.83
3.93
3.97
SITRX no sales charge
Class I1
5.17
4.40
2.81
4.59
4.56
Class R32 SBRRX no sales charge
4.96
4.12
2.40
4.10
4.07
Class R62 STRRX no sales charge
5.11
4.43
2.74
4.49
4.46
Bloomberg Barclays US Agg. Index
5.80
5.19
4.03
3.08
4.79
3.99
Fund Incepted 12/17/2010. Total annual operating expenses (%) by prospectus A: 0.97, I: 0.77, R3: 3.40, R6: 2.90
All data is as of September 30, 2016.
Data shown is historical performance for each share class and reflects reinvested distributions. Investment return and principal value will vary so that you may have a gain or loss
when you sell shares. Past performance does not guarantee future results; current performance may be higher or lower than data quoted. For performance current to the
most recent month-end, visit www.sentinelinvestments.com.
The Fund is subject to credit and interest rate risks. Bond values will generally decrease when interest rates rise and will generally increase when interest rates fall. Mortgagebacked securities (MBS) are subject to pre-payment risk. These risks may result in greater share price volatility. Bonds with lower credit ratings are more speculative and likely
to default than higher-quality bonds and tend to fluctuate more widely in value. International securities are subject to political influences, currency fluctuations and economic
cycles that may be unrelated to those affecting the domestic financial markets and may experience wider price fluctuations than US domestic securities. Fund shares are not
insured or guaranteed by the US government or its agencies.
The Fund may use derivatives, which are financial contracts whose value depends upon or is derived from the value of an underlying asset, reference rate, or index. The Fund may
use derivatives as part of a strategy designed to reduce exposure to certain risks, such as risks associated with changes in interest rates, or currency or credit risk (“hedging”).
The use of derivatives may reduce the Fund’s return and increase the volatility in movements in the Fund’s net asset value. For additional information regarding the use of
derivatives, please see the Fund’s current prospectus.
1. Class I shares do not impose a sales charge. Only eligible investors may purchase Class I shares, as described in the prospectus.
2. Performance of the Sentinel Total Return Bond Fund’s Class R3 and Class R6 shares prior to their inception on December 23, 2014 is based on the performance of the Fund’s
Class A shares, adjusted to reflect that Class R3 and Class R6 shares do not charge a front-end sales charge and, in the case of the Class R3 shares, adjusted for Class R3’s
estimated higher expenses. The “since inception” performance data for Class R3 and Class R6 shares is calculated from the inception date of the Fund. Only eligible investors
may purchase Class R3 and Class R6 shares, as described in the prospectus.
The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index of the US investment grade fixed-rate bond market, with components for government and corporate
securities, mortgage pass-through securities and asset-backed securities.
An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
NOT FDIC INSURED • MAY LOSE VALUE • NO BANK GUARANTEE
Before investing, carefully consider a fund’s objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Summary and full prospectuses containing this and other information are available from
sentinelinvestments.com. Please read them carefully.

